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Abstract - The paper is all about data verification scheme of
E-mail services for a company by developing an intranet mail
service for the company through the generation of password.
Project is based on sending and delivering the mail. This sequence
is faced in a company when a manager has to deliver an
authentified mail to a client, which sometime delivered to
unknown recipients. To maintain confidential document or
record of a company, it is must the mails are authentified by
correct user credentials. If any confidential mails are sent by
clients, it should not be viewed by the personal assistant. The
confidential mails will be blocked which can be viewed only by the
permission of the admin. The intranet mail service application
will contain User Registration, User Login and Admin Login for
providing a better mailing service to the company with more
security. The possible outcomes of the project are creating an
intranet mail service application for maintaining confidential
documents, creating required authentication to send or receive
restricted mails.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Transfer of information between people through electronic
devices is called E-mail. In earlier days people should turn on
the systems simultaneously who want to participate in the
communication. Present day system uses load and transfer
techniques; hence people need not turn on their system
simultaneously those want to participate in the
communication. At any time, people can turn on their system

and connect it to mail server in order to access the
information. In this paper the technique verifies and
authorization techniques are used to verify message origin
and ownership of the domain, information about the people in
the coalition. In this paper general name “Mailary” is given
to the technique for verifying and authenticating information.
Mailary not only protect information, which also transfer the
information safely to the destination. The mailary blocks the
illegal messages like supplanting and repeating messages.
This paper uses an application where the personal assistant
has to transfer the mails which are confidential and important,
after he compose the mail and send it to the client, the
manager can cross-check the mail before the client receives
the mail. The manager has to authenticate the composed mail
for sending it to the client by his password so it will be
secured. The system is developed mainly using four modules,
adding Sensitive keywords and weightage, Intranet mailing
system, Detecting Sensitive data in the mail attachment and
giving Sensitive data alert message to the admin. When an
important mail has to be delivered to the clients, the personal
assistant creates a mail and it will be verified and sent to the
client by manager by authenticating, using the password if the
content of the mail is correct.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
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Emails sent by the personal assistant of a manager can be
misused by him or it may be sent to an unknown, this is
because of the limited authentication of sending and
reception of mail. This may also lead to losing of clients to
the company. It may also cause huge loss to the company. In
the present mailing system if we want to avoid the prevailing
loses neither the manager can verify all the mails that has to
be sent to clients nor he can’t confide on personal assistant
for the transfer of confidential mails. The prevailing system
may also lead to leaking of confidential information of the
company. In the early 1973 ARPANET is used for mail
service and encoding of email. Due to email a lot of
transformation from ARPANET to core techniques take
place. Technique used to transfer the information are do not
have confidentiality. Where the message sent by one device
to another device can be altered very easily. Receiver never
knowing the information is altered unless verified with the
sender. Information can be easily sniffed if it is not
encrypted. To protect the mail “Hybensy” encrypted
methods is used.
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Hybensy uses asymmetric RSA and symmetric Advanced
Encryption
Technique.
Hybensy
provide
high
confidentiality and safely transfer the data from sender to
receiver. The attacker uses the weakness of email to hack the
mails. The business people uses more and more security
tools to protect their emails from the hackers. Through the
use of reusable password, the information can be protected.
Emails are used to communicate people in the organization.
Emails are open and easily accessible hence emails are not
secured. The attacker hacks the mail to do illegal activity.
Email can be viewed by anybody to interpret, design of
email is open Email Security Best Practices Because email
is an open format, it can be viewed by anyone who can
intercept it. Measure issue of the organization who uses the
mailing facility is securing the mails. The majority of
organization uses fire walls to protect the emails from the
hackers. These fire walls filter the information to avoid the
misuse of information by the attackers. Some of the
organization uses the gateway to filter the information. The
best practice to protect the email encryption of information.
The automated encrypted system is established when the
email is sensitive. The security may be deployed either in
the campus are on the cloud.

The advantages in the proposed system are:
The important mail to be sent to the client will be verified by
the manager so there will be no issues of misunderstanding.
The Manager will have direct interaction with the client
without any intermediates.
The manager will only get the important mails for verification
unwanted mails will be maintained by the personal assistant
itself.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Email Service

Register to create

Login into Registered Account

Compose mail

Some mails are
authenticated

File Attachments
are Advanced

Figure 1. E-mail Gateway
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In the proposed system of “Sanctuary: Novel mechanism for
data verification scheme of Email services”, we are
developing an application where the personal assistant has to
transfer the mails, which are confidential and important after
he compose the mail to client, the manager can crosscheck the
mail before the client receives the mail. Firstly, in order to
send a mail, the personal assistant needs to login and he
should add the client to whom he need to send a mail. Then
the personal assistant composes the mail and he will send it to
the client. The mail that has been sent to the client will be
blocked and this background process will not be known to the
personal assistant and these sent mails will not be received in
the inbox of receiver and these blocked mails can be seen only
by the admin by logging in. After mail has been sent, in order
to view that mail the client has to login. By using the MD5
algorithm the companies can verify the data and can
authenticate the mails. This way we can authenticate a mail
before sending it to the client and we can provide a security.
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Send Mail

Figure 2. System Architecture
In the proposed Architecture, first the user has to create their
email account to use the email service to send or receive the
mails. So, first step is to register to create their email account.
An email service is a platform where one can use it to share
information between others in a secured form. The users then
have to login into their email account and can compose mails
to send to other users. The proposed system is developed for
the usage of organization where they have to send the mails to
their customers the account will be used by many users in the
organization so the proposed has enhanced the security by
providing
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extra authentication facility where the blocked customers
will not receive the mails directly from the workers, head of
the organization have to authenticate the blocked customer
mail to send the mail to the customer. The customer’s mails
are blocked using the sensitive key word generation. Hence,
the rate of loss to the organization will decrease. The file
attach process to the composed mail are also made advanced
by filtering the customer names or company.

verification. The messages are blocked by using sensitive
keyword identification. If some messages or mails contain
sensitive words those messages will be blocked automatically.
The sensitive word will be priorily saved in the database so
when messages are composed the sensitive keywords are
matched to the keywords stored in database and the messages
will be blocked.
If new user is registered, the user will be verified and
confirmed then stored into the database. For User login,
required credentials are username and password. Those
credentials will be verified by accessing the database. If the
credentials match with the data stored in the database then the
user is allowed to login in into their account. User has
multiple features such as Accessing inbox, composing mail,
etc.
Admin will manage sensitive keywords. Only Admin can
manage the sensitive keyword and block the mail id based on
his or her requirement. If user composes mail, it will go
through Keyword identification mail process and compares
with sensitive data by accessing sensitive database.

Figure 3. Transformed Data Architecture

In the above figure, we have three-part User Registration,
Login Process and Home Page. In User Registration consists
of user data sheet where the new user has to fill the details to
register to create an account. Registration process will need
user data sheet information to register the user to create their
E-mail account. Registration verification and confirmation is
used to verify the user provided password is valid to the
previously provided one. Once the confirmation password is
verified the user account will be created. In the Login process
user id and password is verified to allow them to log in into
their account. The user id and password provided by the user
has to match to the details they have provided earlier in the
registration process which will be stored in the database. The
details provided during the login process has to match to the
details saved in the database. Once the user is logged in into
their account, they can see the Home page which Inbox,
contact details, compose mail. etc., the inbox will contain all
the mails that are received by the user. Contact detail will
contain the contact details of the user. Profile is the complete
details of the user. Compose mail is to send mails to others
where you can compose required data and can attach file
related to their message. All the composed mails can’t be sent
directly to the end user some mails are blocked by head of the
organization. Those messages can be sent only by the blocked
person by authenticating by some password or fingerprint
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Figure 4. Data Directing Architecture
The above figure is about directing the mails to phone. This
implementation is useful when the head of the organization is
not able to receive the personal assistant call, the personal
assistant can send normal message to their phone which
contains the link of the mail that is blocked by the head. once
the personal assistant finishes composing mail related their
business to the customer, he can send the mail. If the
composed mail customer is in the block list of the owner the
message will not be sent directly to the customer. The mail
will be converted into link and sent as a message to the head to
approve to send the mail to the customer. This
implementation provide advanced security to the mail service
application and the user can get more advantage out of this
application with no loss to the company by any miss
communication through the mail. The above figure describes
the flow of the data direction to the phone in the form of
messages. The composed
mail will be stored in the
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database once it is sent it will be converted into link and will
be stored in the draft. When the receive the message and
clicks on the link it will be redirected to the mail application to
check and approve the composed mail.

changes in their profile. Change password is to change
password that have set to login into their email account.
Sign out option will exit from their email account.

V. RESULTS

Figure 5. User Registration
The above figure shows the user registration form where the
user needs to register in order to send a mail to the client. For
the purpose of registration, the following credentials are
Username, UserID, User Password, City, State, Contact
number and Email. The user needs to enter all these details
and once the user is registered, the user will be verified and
confirmed then stored into the database.

Figure 8. File Attaching
The above figure shows the email compose platform where
the user can compose mail and select the end user for whom
the mail has to be sent. They can add the subject related to the
body of the message they are composing. The date and time of
the mail will be recorded. The user can also attach files related
to the message.

Figure 6. User Login Account
The above figure shows the User login form where the user
has to login after creating an email account in order to send a
mail. For user login, required credentials are Username,
Password. Those credentials will be verified by accessing the
database.

Figure 9. Mobile Notification
Figure 7. Email compose platform
In the figure we have contact details where we can get the
details of user. Inbox will contain all the messages that the
user will receive. Compose mail is to compose mail to
others. Profile is the user’s personal detail section such as
name, mobile number, etc., Edit profile is to edit or make
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Figure 9 shows the message notification in mobile sent by
personal assistant to head of the organization. This message
contains the link of mail composed by the personal assistant to
the blocked customer. The head of the organization can
directly approve the mail,
to send to the customer
directly by clicking on the
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link. The link will forward the user to mail application where
the mail will be stored as draft from where mails can be sent to
customers. This implementation will provide extra security
for the users.
V. CONCLUSION
Outcome of this paper will be protecting confidential mails
from other users other than the head of the organization.
Provides secure platform for sending and receiving of mails
within an organization among the different users in it. The
mail service has more advantage than other main service like
easy way attach files. The user will get notify about the mails
faster to mobile through WhatsApp message or in the form of
link or normal message. Deleting of the wrong mails sent to
the end users, file attachments and other options in the system
will be easier to work
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